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Speaker Identification (identification des intervenants)
Moderator (Modérateur):
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Jean Michel Ossete, Coordinator at the African Water Facility
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Session Objectives (objectifs de la session)
•

Presentation of the urban sanitation fund programme

Session Plan (Plan de session)
•
•
•

Presentation 1 by Jean Michel Ossete, Coordinator at the African Water Facility
Presentation 2 by Franz Hollhuber, Sanitation Specialist at the African Water Facility
Q&A session
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Session Summary (Résumé de la session)
•

Highlighting the unsatisfactory level of progress towards urban sanitation targets and listing the reasons for the
delay, namely:
- Insufficient urban planning
- Institutional weakness
- Governance weakened by a lack of budget
Proposed solutions:
- Improved preparation to attract investment and resources for recovery
- Turning cities into urban driving forces (pilot cities)
- Increased funding for urban sanitation
•
•
•
•
•
•

Example of Ghanaian sanitation operator Ashaiman, a good quality pre-sorted waste treatment centre.
Example of the AfDB's funding, since 2014, of a biogas plant in Ouagadougou.
Explanations on the value chain by Mr Franz Hollhuber: Removal of raw materials (urine + faecal matter). In an
effort to protect health and preserve dignity, the AfDB wishes to improve the conditions for collecting these
raw materials, which are still collected by means of buckets in some places.
Presentation of the urban sanitation plan to achieve the SDGs.
Call for commitment from private partners, entrepreneurs, etc.
Presentation of the catalytic funding project as a driver of innovation, involvement and partnership. Call to
develop and present catalytic projects for which $16 million have already been raised to fund 7 projects in 16
countries targeted through contacts with town halls and water ministries.

Questions and Answers (questions et réponses)
Question No.

1

Author (Auteur):
Participant
Construction of public toilets to prevent open defecation does not work in all countries due
Wording (Libellé):
to insecurity. Is there an investment plan for individual toilets for families?
ANSWERS (RÉPONSES)
Speakers (Intervenants)
There are various cultural features to sanitation, but the construction of these public toilets
Franz Hollhuber
has been successful so far.
Question No.

2

Author (Auteur):

Participant

Who can be eligible for the urban sanitation programme? How is the sanitation fund
allocated? Loan? Grants?
ANSWERS (RÉPONSES)
Speakers (Intervenants)
Countries that have shown interest in the project may participate in the programme.
Letters will be sent to present the urban sanitation programme. These letters will include a
flyer and a participation form. The African Water Facility provides grants to local Jean Michel Ossete
authorities, private business development NGOs (with social projects also targeting the
poorest).
Wording (Libellé):

Question No.

3

Wording (Libellé):

Author (Auteur):

Participant

What types of projects does the African Development Bank support?
ANSWERS (RÉPONSES)

Speakers (Intervenants)

The African Development Bank assists countries in submitting properly prepared
applications to donors.
Jean Michel Ossete
Letters will be sent describing the urban sanitation programme. These letters will include a
flyer and a participation form.
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The African Water Facility provides grants to local authorities and private business
development NGOs with social projects also targeting the poorest.

Conclusions of the Session (conclusions de la session)
The urban sanitation programme aims to set up a functional model that can trigger a process designed to encourage
universal involvement and resolve the issue of sanitation in cities, especially in the most disadvantaged areas.
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